13. Bunker am Blochplatz | Visit the old nazibunker in a guided tour |
Badstraße at Hochstraße

13. Pfarrkirche St. Paul | A real Schinkel building on the outside, pure
1950s on the inside. Classicism with a kidney-shaped pulpit | Badstraße
50-51

12. Bibliothek am Luisenbad | The beautiful neo-Baroque building was
augmented with a modern addition in 1995 and now houses a city library
branch | Travemünderstrasse 2

10. Pankemühle | The mill clattered away during the era of Friedrich the
Great; today it must make do with just a painted wheel | Höhe Badstraße
40

9. Luisenhaus | An overly ornate corner building with a relief of the
historic spring | Badstraße 39

8. Uferhallen | atelier and exhibition spaces | Uferstraße 8-11

7. Suteki Bonsai Shop | The miniature gardens transform this Wedding
factory hall into a world of the Far East | Uferstraße 8-11

6. Amtsgericht Wedding | Built in late gothic style, this magnificent building houses a stunning foyer. The public bistro oﬀers small meals in true
black, white, and red 1980s style | Brunnenplatz 1

5. Erkan Möbel Discount | Plastic glory for the bedroom somewhere
between Versailles and Barbie's dream house | Böttgerstraße 7

4. Autohöfe | Sparks fly out of the small workshop as cars of old are being
raised from the dead | entrance at Badstraße 59 or 62

3. Grüntaler Promenade | Green space with sculptures and playgrounds |
Grüntaler Straße

www.ringbahn.com a project of the

www.ringbahn.com takes a new look at the past and present of Berlin's Ringbahn,
shedding light on technical, architectural, and everyday aspects. For those in the
know, but especially for those just getting on board!

THE PROJECT

At one point it was thought to be the Baden-Baden of Berlin, but the small suburb
with its mineral springs was soon subsumed by the quickly growing capital. Today,
artists' ateliers, body shops, and old bunkers draw people to the neighborhood.

1. Gesundbrunnen-Center | The mall's stores are dominated by chains |
Badstraße 4

2. Gartenstadt Atlantic | 1920s residential settlement | Behm- Ecke
Bellermannstraße

GESUNDBRUNNEN WALK | Going right to the source

ROUTE

